Files Panel (Includes the Site & Assets Panels)

The Files Panel is located to the right-hand side of the DreamWeaver document window. Everything that one needs for site management from storyboarding a website to publishing website is found under the Files Panel. This Panel contains two nested panels which are represented by tabs. They are:

1. Site: For site management and publishing webpages
2. Assets for recycling objects such as logos throughout all the pages in the website. One simply drags the desired object and drops it into the open document.

Design Panel

The Design Panel which is located to the right-hand side of the DreamWeaver document window contains nested panels for selecting CSS Styles (Cascading Stylesheets for one-stop formatting), HTML Styles, and Behaviors.
Answers Panel

The Answers Panel which is located to the right-hand side of the DreamWeaver document window contains links to Macromedia DreamWeaver tutorials and tours. It also contains a link for updates.